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Abstract:

Dr.Mukhtar ud Din Ahmad is a prestigious name in the

field of Urdu poetry in Europe. His poetic creation

''Aks-e-Awaz'' reflects the true picture of 21st century

world. He has expressed a grave concern about the bleak

future of humanity threatened by the harm effects of the

scientific progress of the modern age. His poetry also

depicts the economic exploitation of the third world

countries by powerful states.Poet highlights  the burning

issues of the day like environmental pollution,water crisis

and ever -increasing population. The satirical depiction of

ruthless and Anti-Muslim strategies of super powers in

Kashmir,Palestine,Iraq and Afghanistan is the testimony

of poet's love and sympathy for Muslim Ummah. Without

any iota of doubt, he has unveiled the double standards of

Western countries.

Raven Field  South Yorkshire 
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